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Coming back to Rio!

Rio de Janeiro 27 March – 5 April
2017
The invitation made by the Shihan
Alfredo Apicella (7° dan H.C.) for
some technical seminars and conventions, in Rio, were interesting
and full of expectations.
As I wrote
Alfredo Apicella gold
medals of the sports credit for the
Coni (Comitato Olimpico Nazionale
Italiano) – awarded me during the
Olympic Games (August 2016) at
the “25 years of Coni – Brazil”, with
a gold medal, together with the
Col.
Vincenzo Parrinello della
Guardia di Finanza.
The Coni in Brazil is part of the 5 delegations abroad
(Brasil/Usa/Canada/Switzerland/Argentina) and soon Australia it is
included in the contest of the General Consulate of Italy in Rio which,
with the Italian institute of culture, supported the Italian community,
with about 36 millions of citizens.

This is incredible, seeing these numbers. What has been done?
Or better I should say simply what have we not done!!
A Technical seminar with 18 belt belts, kuro obi, coming form the
school of kancho Hirokazu Kanazawa (class 1931) – historical
character of the old Jka and founder of the Skif (Shotokan Karate
International Federation), here come to know me on the tatami,
headed by, Shihan Gessé Cintra Miranda (8° dan). Last time I
was with kancho Kanazawa was during the worldly Skif in Tokyo
in November 2006.
Symposia about “mobbing” in the schools, directly at the institute
Santa Barbara. Visit at the Centre of PE “Cefan” of the Navy,
where we think to host one great initiative which should be the
“1° Pasqua del Budo Brasilera; or in “World Martial Arts Games”
and as conclusion the 2° Simposio of sport Medicine with the
Wordly partenopea commission about the doping in competitive
sport and not.
After words the facts! As said George Bernard Shaw (1856
–1950)”
The facts are stubborn arguments, and whatever is our will, our inclinations or the dictates of our passion, they can not change the state
of facts and evidences. “
As a conclusion, a protocol of intents we propose in two languages:
Italian and English- For the first time in the history of the
“Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”, we obtained a Federal Office for our “Wjjf/Wjjko
1976”a prestigious place at the Govern office as the General
Consulate of Italy.
And do you think it is not enough …. You can try!!

Brazil

Here the Italian copy with the relative translation of the protocol of
cooperation.
We created an official office at the Coni (Comitato Olimpico
Nazionale Italiano) Brazil inside the general Italian consulate in
Rio.
Oss!!

Protocol of cooperation

Rio de Janeiro 3–04-2017
Between the journalist Alfredo Apicella – Italian born in Naples
On the 25-07-1952 leaving in Rua Joaquim Nabuco 226 apt 402
Rio De Janeiro Brazil, and the doct. Spartaco Bertoletti born in Milan on the 16-04-1941 and leaving in via Strambio, editorial director of the magazine “Samurai”, we agree the following:
Premises that:
the magazine “Samurai” is currying the activity to spread the culture, the sport, by the pages of the magazine which is spread by
paper or by net.
The journalist Alfredo Apicella in quality of delegate of the Coni in
Brazil, is promoting the sport and the culture for the Italian community who lives in Brazil.
By this act we would like to create an important point of reference,
for divulging the Samurai magazine in Brazil beginning with a cooperation with sending editorial material with info dedicated to
the community; with the aim to promote and develop the culture of
the Italian sport info here in Brazil.
Protocol of cooperation:
To organize and promote by sports and cultural inter change, included martial arts, stage, science and technical seminar and not
only related to the sport but also related to the preventive medicine, and everything could be interesting.
Whatsoever initiatives, should be always approved by both parties.
The agreement has not a lucrative aim, but the only aim is to offer
1
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Whatsoever initiative or project should be studied by both parties
and undersigned in detail.
Read and signed in date
3 April 2017

The new “Inspector Callaghan”

to the community an important mean of communication between Italy
and Brazil, Because we consider the magazine “Samurai”, born in
March 1976, an important point of reference for the sport info, because since long time it has had long and consolidated relations with
institutions and organizations, among them
The Fijlkam, Wjjf-Wjko (Italy), the Japan International Kuniba-kai
(Osaka gippone) and Wasi-Hashita (Israel).
We authorize the journalist Alfredo Apicella to use the logo Samurai,
as editorial headline.

8-9 April 2017, Haguenau (Strasbourg)
Hanshi Laurent Haag, is a character a part in the kaleidoscope
world of the “WJJF / Wjjko 1976”. Recognized 1st dan (Shodan menjio) at the Milan Congress (1978), student of Soke Roland
Morateaux, he made all the federal process to be what it is!
His passion, the heart is the spirit of jujitsu they divide him with
the passion of weapons - expert and director of sport shooting –
and thanks to it according to French law, he can own weapons of
all kinds.
The last a large “Magnum 45”, a revolver that could bring down
an elephant. The famous actor Clint Eastwood (born in 1930), former mayor of Malibu - would be proud of this new “ Inspector
Callaghan “ film of 1930 directed by Don Siegel for the way that
he shoot (4/5 in the pink arrows area at Mt. 30) against one of my
only shots and for accuracy in handling
firearms.
Of course, I pulled better with the more
portable caliber 9, but
“45” is something else,
trust me on my word!
Speaking of stage/ exams, Hanshi Laurent
Haag, has the passion
of the cut of bamboo suemonogiri - that for
my belief is the conclusive proof of grading.
The result is not always
“traditional” better closer
to baseball. The spirit shin – still worth a lot of
respect
He could not miss a variant of the “kokoro no
samurai” - the heart of the
samurai - my demo which
become a workhorse.
They have been recognized:
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4. Criqui Claude (7° dan)
3. Gotz Mickael (6° dan)
2. Lotz Cédric (4° dan)
1. Grand – Jean Hugues (2° dan)
The Hanshi commitment of Laurent Haag, is to make mandatory,
the “WJJF / Wjjko 1976” etiquette in the various dojo of its relevance
and annually organize an international seminar.
With the pebbles we can create a mountain”. Ahead step by step,
but one after the other without being famous!

The “king” of Portugal

Vouzela 22 April 2017
There was a ballade, long time ago, when I was a child which said
“…. The “king” of Portugal wanted to dance samba, but he was not
so good, and He did not dance samba”.
“king” fallen down! Samba it is now spread in all over the world… so
we have nothing than “dance” with the martial arts.
The occasion come at Shihan Helder Nunes, emblematic figure of
police official and master of jujitsu.
Vouzela, it is a very special city, we can find the Dólmen em Malhada
de Cambarinho: the necropolis megalithic of Vale d’Anta; a castro
(fortress)
A Roman bridge till the medieval towers of Alcofra …. Of all this historic patrimony we could not admire only the palasport where a lot of
soke, shihan, senpai, sensei e deshi (students) spent a day on the
tatami.
The masters formation was great with 400 participants.
From waka sensei (the child who become soke) Takashi Okuyama
for the Hakko ryu to the many Portuguese masters and not:
Soke Leif Hermanson, 10. Dan Sweden, WTMAS President, Sweden
Shihan Joseph Miller, 10.º Dan, HakkoRyu USA/ JapanSoke Hans Hohn, 10 Dan, Germany
Shike G. Spartaco Bertoletti, 9 Dan, WJJF/Wjjko Iemoto Kaiji Co
Founder Wjjf/Wjjko 1976
Soke Mizu Ryu Cosimo Costa, 9 Dan, Catania, ItalyShihan Dario Dossío, 8º Dan, Nihon TaiJitsu, Spain
Hanshi Reinhold Aufenberg, 8.º Dan
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Senkido, Germany
Shihan Kimmo Tenhunen, 7.º Dan Finland,
Instrutor Filipe Silva, 7 Dan Taewondo ITF; 5.Dan Hapkido , Portugal
Shihan Gabriel Garcia Muñoz, 7.º Dan Bugeikan, Espana
Shihan H.Nunes, Portugal, host and organizer
Shihan Lázlo Kalicz, 6.º Dan, Hungary
Shihan Jose Peral, 6.º Dan, Satori Jutsu, Spain
Renshi Ivan Nastenko, 4.Dan, Ukraine
Shihan Rafael Sandemetrio, 6º Dan Valencia, Karate Jitsu, Espana
Sensei Daniel Machado, 3.º Dan Karate Shukokai, Portugal
Sensei Rui Zilhão, 4. º Dan Nihon Tai-Jitsu, Portugal
Sensei Christoph Stumpf, 3 Dan, Germany
Sensei Alexandre Francisco, 3 Dan Aikido, Portugal
Sensei Dana Ehleiter, 3 Dan Taekwondo; Kickboxing, Germany
Special Guests:
Dr. George Popper, Hungary
With a delay, not so much academic – on Friday 21 April – the ceremony of delivery of the honours of the order of security by the Lint.
Gen. (Civil Hungarian guard), Sir George Popper e GSB, in the prestigious place (Chamber Municipal).
Gsb, in the name of the president Dott. Paul Hugland of the Wjj Confederation, has delivered to Shihan Helder Nunes, the certification
(n° 11) of member of the Hall of Fame WjjConfederation, of which
“Wjjf/Wjjko 1976” it is the founder.
What to say about the seminar? Too many master even if the students, 300/400 were a lot !!
We appreciated the organization of Shihan Helder Nunes and in particular for having given a space for the “Koden Enshin Ryu – GSB
Ha”, with the support of Shihan Kimmo Tenhunen(Finland), ni-dai.
After 7 hours of work, we have officialised the levels of the 3 Irish
coming from the Irish Federation of
“Wjjf/Wjjko 1976” of
Kaicho/Chairman David Toney:
Leona McKee, Mudansha (sho-den)
Sam Mitchell, Yudansha (sho-den)
Kevin McCloskey, Yudansha (sho-
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den)
The delivery of the prestigious certificate (denshi) was been officialised by Sir George Popper, a prominent person of the Order of
Malta and Cyprus, and in the history of the modern martial arts.
If it is true that the effort increases the spirit, our spirit (shin) is
greater and greater after this Portuguese transfer.
The Japanese said: “Shoshin wasureru bekarazu”: do not forget the
heart of the novice we can improve on “the same time we improve in
the art, we have to remember the humble attitude and the accuracy
we had when we were novices”.
Oss!
Gsb
Shike Iemoto Kaiji co fouder Wjjf/Wjjko 1976

Wjjf/Wjjko ‘ju-jitsu seminar’

What an Amazing x2 FULL DAYS of action, fun and sharing of knowledge in one big ‘family’ here in WJJF/WJJKO Australasian region of
Adelaide, South Australia! Having over 60 participants including our
own WJJF/WJJKO Delegates and Affiliates from all around Australia
come in again to meet and greet for another training weekend.
Originally, we were going to have just 1 full Day of training, but since
there was a high demand we extended it to 2 full days! On the second day we decided to have all proceeds and donations going to towards our ‘JONARIN PROGRAMME’ for a great cause.
Our Instructors for the weekend were Soke Hans de Jong (WA), Sensei Aaron Capes (WA), Shihan Tom Bellamy (QLD), Shihan Michael
Bradford (SA), Shihan Domenico Puz (SA), Hanshi Peter Pace (SA),
Hanshi Barrie Revell (SA) Renshi Darren Miles (SA) that were all on
rotation over the weekend so everyone has an opportunity to train
with all the Masters.
Also we had a special guest Instructor Hanshi Barrie Revell, President of the ‘Society of Martial Arts Australia Inc.’(SOMA) attended
along with his members. Hanshi Barrie shared his knowledge to all of
us which all learned and enjoyed!
Shihan Domenico Puz and Renshi Darren Miles were very active

teaching with all the juniors over the weekend. Especially when it
came to playing games, where the juniors really burnt them out!
During the weekend, we had official WJJF/WJJKO grading’s presented, Malcolm Burgh 2nd Dan and Michael Bradford 1st Dan. Also our
Club Affiliate Instructors were presenting their students their Kyu
grade certificates as well.
While off the mat, we had numerous socializing from a BBQ to Café’s
around the venue area with discussions in regarding the future
growth of the WJJF/WJJKO in the Australasian region.
Thank you all for your support who attended, too many to mention for
this extended conference, especially for those who travelled from interstate. But mostly raising $817.00 in donations towards our
‘JONARIN PROGRAMME’.
It was a big victory for the WJJF/WJJKO and for all in the Australasian Region!
Thank you all for making it a huge success!
Oss!
Hanshi Peter Pace
WJJF/WJJKO Australasia, Vice-Chairman

Wjjf Ireland hold

In the Dojo, headquarters for WJJF Ireland – the latest group of excited students gathered to make their next step in their Ju-Jitsu Journey.
Seventy-three young brown belt students were promoted to Shodan
Mon (Junior Blackbelt, 1st Degree).
Of our current Junior Blackbelts, 66 were promoted in their Gold Tab
Kobudo Syllabus. Two of these young disciples, Orla Magill and
Jade Kirkpatrick attained the level of 10th Gold tab – there are very
few students in N. Ireland to reach this grade.
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Congratulations to all on their achievement and well done
to all instructors for producing such excellent students. A final word of thanks to the Shihan Kai Ireland and examining
team for their work on the day.

3rd International E-Bo-no-Kata
Tournament

Students were promoted in the senior section as follows:
diplomas 1st dan - 24 students
diploma 2nd dan - 5 students
diploma 4th dan 4 - students
diploma 5th dan - new Masters: Helen Gallagher, Anthony McKeown
& Michael Moffett
diploma 6th dan - Colum Jordan, John O’Hanlon & Thomas Quinn

Dear Sir/Madam, Under guidance and approavel of the “All
Japan Ju-Jitsu Federation” we are happy to invite you to
be a participant at our 3rd International E-Bo-no-Kata Tournament in Sint Willebrord, the Netherlands.
Divided into different (Youth/Adult/Black Belt/Master) Classes you can show who is “Best in E-Bo-no-Kata”.
Competing in this Tournament can be an ultimate test and
preparation for your next “Shodan-Shiken”, Black Belt
Exam.
This Tournament is also a nice step-up to the 2018
World Championships in E-Bo-no-Kata and Ne-wazaJitsu-no-Kata Seishinkai Ju-Jitsu International, together with our affiliated partner the United States JuJitsu Federation (USJJF), are thinking of planning.
If you want to participate just fill out the form and mail it to
info@sjji.org
Also if you have any questions or need more information just let us
know. I hope to welcome you all on Sunday 7th may
Kind regards,
TONY VAN VENROOY WORLD-PRESIDENT SEISHINKAI JU-JITSU INTERNATIONAL 8th DAN JU-JITSU 4th DAN KARATE-DO 1st
DAN JUDO www.sjji.org
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World Championships in Australia

Dear Colleagues,
We are Proud of the USJJF Affiliated School: USA Sport Jujitsu Alliance..!!
UNITED STATES JU-JITSU ® is Pleased to Help Sponsor
the USA JU-JITSU Team traveling to Australia in October
2017 to compete in the WCJJO World Championships..!!
Contact Patrick M. Hickey is you would like to compete on
the USA Team..!!
Best Regards, Bruce
Bruce R. Bethers, President, USJJF, www.usjjf.org

Wjjko Indonesia

Over the last year our numbers have grown, with many other
Dojos interested in joining our growing family. There has
been a lot of interest in building a strong future by Developing our childrens clubs in Bandung Surabaya Jakarta Malang
and Bali. WSDK has continued to build on its woman’s self
defence by opening another dojo in Surabaya. We are looking forward to our next event in July.

“ It was the year 1979”

In that time I was promoting an event called “Pasqua del Budo”,
which for 30 years was an important event for the martial arts in Europe. At the point that, the French copied my events at the Palais
Bercy of Paris, with the “Nuit des arts martiaux”.
I was in Japan, in Kobe, Prefecture of Hyogo, guest of so-shihan Eiji Ogasahara (1940-2016), quite my mentor, Kaicho della “Ken – shu
– kai” (shito ryu karate do), or “the house strong as a sword”
With him I prepared the “delegation of Budo”, which every year
come in Italy. Before invited by the lawyer Augusto Ceracchini
(1926-2007) at that time vice president of the Fiap (judo and the
karate Fik), after his disappearance, and already before, I took his
place, granting the promotion, development, tradition and image. So
with Ogashara sensei we thought a program putting also the
Japanese jujitsu/kobudo.
We count on the school of Sen dai soke Saburo Masanori Minaki,
head of school; ju hachi dai, (18° patriarch) of the Hontai Yoshin Ryu;
of the Kukishin-ryu bo-jiutsu and Hombu jiutsu; of Takagi ryu and
his particular school Yoshin -Tai -do
Schools that after the time was left to his disciples.
I do not know why, with Minaki sensei born a sympathy, also because
in the dojo practiced an Italian emigrate Fausto Sivelli who helped
me with the Japanese language.
So I began, in parallel to practice the jujitsu Hontai/takagi ryu and
in particular the “Yoshin tai do” nearer to my prerogative, said by Minaki sensei.
Sensei Minaki saidi: “jujitsu is shinjitsu”, the art of the heart.
We should decide to present the school at the “Pasqua del Budo”.
Minaki sensei was ill and so we took – I took – sensei Kitada Katzuo
– who become Soke of the “Yoshin Yamato jutsu” and Inoue Koichi,
today Soke dell’Hontai after the passing away of the father Tsuyoshi
Munetoshi Inoue (1925-2014).
In the same time, he opened the school Hontai in
Italy, inside the Mac-I (Martial Arts Commission), a
structure which contains about 30 federations.
I sent in Japan, before Renato Bosich and
after Stelvio Sciutto who was the technical director
for the jujitsu of the Aidjj (Italian Association for
the diffusion of the jujitsu), of which I was the president, Minaki was very ill, but as wrote and said Eiji
Ogashara sensei, he considered me his uchi deshi
and man of sword: ken sei, for the promotion of his
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schools in the world or maybe “honto ni no” (o shin), special friend.
He gave me a diploma, handmade, of 7° dan confirmed, I do not why,
after by Tsuyoshi Munetoshi Inoue (1925-2014), when he became
soke, after the ceremony “densho shiki”, (denshi = certificate; shiki =
head) passage of delivery.
On that occasion Ogasahara sensei, in my name, as president
founder, gave the 9° dan of the “Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”to Soke Kyosho
Saburo Minaki who remained the 8° dan of the Nippon Dai Budo
Kukai.
In the 1973 Soke Tanaka was accepted as secret disciple of Soke Minaki Saburoji Masanori Maestro 17 Kukishin Ryu e Hontai Yoshin
Ryu Jujutsu (bojutsu Bo 1m 80 and hanbojutsu cane of 90cm). “Secret disciple” means he was the direct student of Soke Minaki. Nel
1985, received the title of Menkyo Kaiden. 19° Soke Kukishin (Scuola
dei 9 Demoni) and Hontai Takagi-Yoshin-ryu jujutsu.
Maybe Inoue should be Kane-Yuryshi having paid the makimono. But
this do not change the history.
We expanded the promotion of the Hontai bringing to Europe Soke
Inoue and his vice Yasumoto Akiyoshi, who later went out beating
the door and creating his “Ha”, school.
With Inoue and C. there was some mistrust, if not jealousy and for a
stupid misunderstanding in U.K. we broke our relationship. So Stelvio
Sciutto took the advantage, even if he did not like the “Nippon school”
he kept the control in Italy.

Conclusions

Yes I was the first to give the International vitality to Hontai. I
consider Kyosho Saburo Minaki, my master, very good lover of
graphics by china ink, which drawings are in the right place in my
home.
Friend of the master Nichikan Kobayashi, 19° Soke Kukishin (School
of 9 Demons) General of the monks of the school Koden Enshin
Ryu, I met Soke Fumon Tanaka (1943) and I continued the practice
of ken jutsu which I registered as Koden Enshin Ryu GSB – HA (Of-
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fice of the register UIBM effective date 05.02.2014 n. 1577938) today I’m the 5th Shike title of the school Koden ENSHINRYU Honmon
ENSHINRYU-BUJUTSU, honorary and dynastic title that only a few
western persons can receive.
But this is another story.

What is the koden?

It was founded by a Japanese Imperial Guard, Inugami Sakin No
Shogen Nagakatsu in sensoku – jidai (the age of civil wars, around
the 15th Century).
The chief distinction of the school is, using ohdachi (nodachi, very
long sword, often used in those days), and the fusion of kenjutsu
(swordsmanchip) and jujitsu (figting).

Derails about the koden Enshin

More people asked me if the Koden Enshin Ryu – Bo justu Gsb Ha
for which I’m the 5th Shike title of the school Koden ENSHINRYU
Honmon ENSHINRYU-BUJUTSU, includes only the ken-jitsu
Nothing could be more wrong.
It includes
Ken jitsu and ju jitsu
Kumiuchi hyago dusione ken/ju jitsu
Bo jitsu – stick
So jitsu – spear
Naginata – alabarda
Honon suemonogiri kempo – techniques for cutting objects
with the swords
The base of everything is in the kyu jitsu, ‘ the art of the arrow and
bow.

International Calendar
16th May Belgium Bruxelles Euro Budo Festival organized by World Kobudo soke John Therien
18-22 May Israel Wjjf Israely 25th anniversary
24-30 July Spain Summer Camp in Castelldefels (Barcellona)
29-30 September and 1 October Gaeta Italy stage FesikKoden Enshin Ryu
6-8 October Germany Schwabisch Gmund
27-29 October Budapest Hungary seminar ju jitsu
20 November - 4 December Misk Belarus 7th international
Martial Arts Games
9-10 December Hungary Koden seminar
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